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Chris Kent extended
his championship lead
to a commanding 71
points but Taff Wales
kept him honest with a
win on Sunday.

Five riders,
Taff, Chris Kent, Greg
Wright, Chris Rogers
and Rob Dessoy
crossed the line within
half second

kentbadboyz

kentbadboyz
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THIS WEEKEND

The Gavin Sherwood
Trophy races                                  

For those that don't know who Gavin was, he was my late hubby
and was also was an mz racer number 50. 

His sponsor Paul and Liz of L X TRIX have again very generously
given me £500 prize money this year which will be evenly
divided between the top ten riders decided on the  results over both

races on Saturday 

Sue Wood

CONTACTS



BMZRC CLOTHING
See Dan Burdett in the 

paddock or give him a ring.

Dan #77   07790 604885

MZ Experience
contact Chris Palmer

cpalmer386@aol.com

Bernie Burdett
MZ clothing orders please..

I'm here at Brands GP on the Saturday,
times ticking on so if you want to order
some 30th anniversary clobber I'll be here

to collect orders
I also have MZ pin badges £3, 

MZ patches £4.50
all funds go to the club.

Chris Watson 
and Gary Williams

Chris Rogers
Greg Wright

Rob Dessoy



COMPILED BY Lee Hardy  CCHHAAMMPPIIOONNSSHHIIPP  SSTTAANNDDIINNGGSS

ZEDDERS AT HEART

Deano
winning at
Cadwell on
the Manx

Mark  
Taylor

Winning
the
Blue   
Haze



Noise Test

Please check these frame and engine numbers. 
I am trying to track down 
frame number 2185730 and 
engine number 121017

could you all please check yours and let me know if you have
Thanks

Sue Wood



Saturday
QUALIFYING

Chris Rogers
It was great to be
back in the paddock
again. You're all a
lot faster than I
remember. Superb
racing.



fastest lap coming towards the
end of the session on lap 9 to
start 3rd. Gary Howlett, contin-
ued his good form shown dur-
ing free practice earlier in the
day. He was pushing hard from
the beginning of qualifying and
his fastest lap was his last
where he grabbed 4th. He was
unfortunate to fall off during
his 4th lap at the blind right
hander which had been foxing
Garry during free practice.
Andrew Wales qualified 5th
with his perennial slipping
clutch issue which was hamper-
ing his exit speed out the cor-
ners and as everyone in the MZ
paddock knows, power to
weight ratio is so important on
these MZ engines. Chris
Rogers was a little rusty, secur-
ing 5th place, after missing
rounds 2 and 3 following his
broken collar bone sustained
during first round at Cadwell
park earlier in the year. 

Race 1
The MZ’s shared the grid with
the Blue Haze class. This is a
change to the norm for the MZ
club with falling grid numbers
this season leaving Bemsee

with little alternative.It is not
unusual for a club to suffer this
type of problem periodically
which the MZ club recognise.
Kathryn has been going the extra
mile and putting in significant
efforts to promote the club to get
new riders into the MZ class.  For
the race, Bemsee took the unusu-
al decision to combine the quali-

fying times from both classes to
determine grid positions for the
race, rather than a split grid start.
This was controversial for a num-
ber of reasons. The Blue Haze
class was introduced this season
and initially grid numbers were
high with 14 genuine Blue Haze
bikes competing at the 1st round .
But, by Donningiton the Blue
Haze class paints a very different
picture. For this round the Blue
Haze class was controversially
made up of a large number of
YPM’s. The YPM class is in rude
health with grids as high as 32.
But the YPM class is now taking
full advantage of low number
genuine Blue Haze entries. It has
been suggested it was bad judg-

It was hot, really hot. In fact
it was the hottest day of the
year for the Saturday racing at
Donnington. All the MZ’s were
pitched up together, near the
collecting area on the tar mac,
just outside the Pit Stop cafe.
It was a slightly different meet-
ing to usual for 2 reasons.
Firstly, due to the low number
of MZ’s on the grid, Bemsee
decided to have a mixed grid
and the MZ’s were sharing
with the Blue Haze Club. Also,
there was no Friday practice
day, so everyone was riding the
track for the time at the week-
end. 
Traveling light for this round

and not having to put up a gala
tent because it was not going to
rain all weekend was a good
idea.  However, as the day went
on it got very hot and any shade
was a welcome reself.  The for-
mat for Saturday was free prac-
tice, qualifying and then 1 race. 
It was the National circuit rather
than the GP  which meant no
Melbourne loop, no hairpin and
the last time the MZ’s raced this
layout was years ago.  Redgate
the first bend, that right hander is
one of the most difficult during
the Bemsee season and difficult
to get right. It is a technical fast
bend.  It is easy to run out of
track on the exit, so late breaking
and tipping in as late as possible
is the key to success. 

Qualifying;
Chris Kent got pole with his
fastest lap coming early in the
session and Rob Dessoy’s fastest
lap also coming early to qualify
2nd and share the front row of
the grid. Greg Wright showed
continual improvement through-
out the session with lap times
consistently falling and his

Rob Dessoy

This was controversial
for a number of reasons.



RACE  

Saturday

Matty Laws
Haven't even started racing the mz but just want to say the group and com-
munity are amazing and so welcoming thank you all for that. Massive thanks
to Sue for the help and Chris Kent too after having a problem with the trailer
and everyone for giving fantastic advice, you guys and gals rock



ment to introduce the new Blue
Haze class. The facts do not lie.
Of the 19 Blue Haze entries at
Donnington a staggering 15
were YPM’s with only 4 gen-
uine Blue Haze bikes.  Of those
4 Blue Haze entries, one is Mark
Taylor who is head and shoul-
ders above the other genuine
Blue Haze riders . From the out-
side the Blue Haze class is per-
haps a little uncompetitive and
boring.
With such low genuine Blue
Haze grid numbers, is this class
really working out for Bemsee;
There are real question marks
hanging over the purpose of the
Blue Haze class. 
Race 1 was mixed bag as far

as grid positions for the MZs
were concerned. Chris Kent
started 14th on the Grid, Rob
Dessoy 18th and Greg Wright
19th.    There was a real danger
the less experienced Blue
Haze/YPM riders with their
faster straight line speed would
arrive from the back of grid, at
the first corner. Just where the
MZs want to carry much higher
corner speeds. Fortunately, this
proved easy to deal with for
technically refined MZ’ers and
with no major incidents occur-
ring.
Chris Kent took the honours

for an 11th race win in a row,
which has to be a MZ club
record and worthy of recogni-
tion. 2nd place when to Greg
Wright with Rob Dessoy finish-
ing 3rd and Andrew Wales and
Chris Rogers coming 4th and
5th respectively. Two of the MZ
rookies Russell Turner and
Julian Slade showed good
progress. Both their bikes look
clean and tidy on the grid, put-
ting some of the other rider’s

bikes to shame. Unfortunately, Julian had another DNF on lap 5
and Russell rode well with what appeared to be engine trouble
behind him. 

Onto the evening, it was a great summer’s evening. Pirate Dave
brought his BBQ and everyone from the MZ paddock was gathered
around Chris Pettet's van. Everyone was together which is a credit
to the MZ club.  It is a real asset and pleasure to be with fellow
MZers. It was so good to see everyone in one place which made for
family atmosphere.  It would be nice to see it more often. 
A credit to Chris Watson and his organisational skills which paid

dividends. The BBQ when on until sun was long gone.

Rob

Julian Slade
Russell Turner

kentbadboyz

kentbadboyz



RACE 1

Sun
day

Chris Watson
Thank you very much to everyone that helped out over the weekend, from
Graham and Chris with the bbqs to pirate Dave taking over the cooking for
a fair chunk of the night. Plan will be the same again at brands if weather
permits! Hope to see you all there!



And here we are a lovely
sunny Sunday, and it’s fair to
say that the temperature is
already boiling, especially
with the sun beating down on
the tent I am residing in. Is it
too early to pray for cold
weather again?
The morning start was a mix-

ture of flurry and excitement as
people franticly looked to the
sky, were there clouds, was it
wet tyres, or was it sunny
enough for slicks. It is fair to
say for morning warm up
everyone opted for the slicks,
with some (Chris Chad!) opting
for a man-made shower in the
form of a bucket of cold water.
With the advantage of knowing
we would all be going 30 sec-
onds ahead of the blue haze boys
it was relaxing to know we
would not being going full throt-
tle up to the first bend whilst a
raft of bikes were heavily on the
brakes, as much as it was enjoy-
able, I can see how it upset some
people.

So, the grid is set, Graham
Garriques on the orange missile
is at the back after having an out-
ing on his RS125 road bike (I
wish I had my camera to show

everyone the rear suspension
movement down craners, it was
comically bad). Chris Chad had
applied his tried and tested go
fast water bucket and I fully
expect him to be fighting fit all
race, whilst the rest of us roast
our asses off!

RACE 1
The start was…. Crap…. Too
much clutch and the reactions of
a grandma with Alzheimer’s and
I am cursing myself before I
have arrived at the first bend.

Brian Skinner on his big bore
bike (he is a gentleman though!)
coming flying past, Dave
Bignell, clearly eyeing up the
buried treasure at the end of the
straight, too and I am pretty sure
Chris Pettet was showing a front
wheel just for good measure.
First bend arrives and to hell

with it, hard on the brakes and I
arrive underneath someone into
the first bend, only to shoot
down craners and get overtaken
on the climb up the hill… Sod.
So there begins the fun game of

cat and mouse, Gary
Williams and Brian
Skinner in front, I out
brake them into the last
chicane, only for them
both to come past me on
the straight once again.
(one of them is a gentle-
man!) 
The deadly Badger and

the middle finger
Garriques come past from
the back of the grid,
clearly both disgruntled
for starting there in the
first place, quickly sailing
through the pack despite

Chris Watson

Crunch on his 125, Gary Williams and Chriskentbadboyz



Sun
day
RACE 2 



all our best efforts to keep them
back. Garriques has mastered
that tuck position that’s for
sure!
Chris Pettet and Dave Bignell

joined the party and we all trade
places throughout the early laps
and this continued for much of
the race. At some point I made a
few mistakes and then am left in
no mans land with them just
tantalisingly in front and
nobody behind. Back at the
front I hear it is an exciting race,
with the top 4 finishing within
half a second, to put that into
measurements that is less than
the length of Brians sparkling
motorhome, but more than
Gregs pucka horsebox!
Congratulations to Taff for a

hard-fought victory and well
done to the podium contenders

Chris Kent and Greg Wright. It
is also good to see the resident
ginger Rogers also competing
for the win, although I think his
life was made more difficult by
not being able to tuck in (who
ate all the pies).
A long time later after every-

one has had a chance to cool
down, grab a shower and dis-
mantle their tents it is finally
time for the second race of the
day. By this point some have
noted the redneck I had devel-
oped (no sun cream, Doh!). A
special thanks to (dis)Aster for
the sun cream, I will master the
Arab headscarf for the next
meeting.

RACE 2
The second race is a go, every-
one charges ahead, my start is

alright, not great. After a few
bends that I do not remember I
end up almost having a carbon
copy race as the first, with the
fun of out braking people, with
the swearing as they come past
again. I end the race in a lowly
position and ponder the plan for
Brands GP. Here is hoping my
plan comes together!

Special mention to Chris Kent
for his wins over the weekend
and to the several that have been
coming his way recently. Another
mention needed for our class
rookies who have finished with
some great times chunked off
from the start of the weekend and
I am glad to see you are alright
Julian after your unfortunate get
off, the renta is a good bike, you
will have fun at the GP. 

It is also good to see everyone
over the weekend and the
BBQ was well attended and
a great laugh. Onwards to
the next meeting where
hopefully it will be more
and the same. 
Now all we need is Dama
Dave back in the paddock!
Yes Dave, talking about
you!

Chris



Five AM and I have just
been woken by DHL yep it is
Donnington and I’m racing.
Because we are nearly the last
on track it is a fairly relaxed
start to the day fuelling the
bike fitting tyre warmers
checking fasteners and drink-
ing coffee. Eventually it is our
turn and it is out on track
accompanied by a fleet of
YPMs. 
I had ridden the National back

in 2012 in my rookie year on
the 125 so had an idea of what
times I was aiming for. After a
fairly full on session I was
happy to find myself 4 seconds
a lap quicker than my previous
visit. Qualifying followed later and I settled into a
rhythm trying to use a consistent line through the
bends until on probably what would have been
my last lap going down Craners on full throttle
the power suddenly stopped and I felt the bike
slow, yes after 40 years of riding I have finally
seized an engine. After the trip of shame in the
van it was off with the head and barrel and having
decided it was a bit past it stuck the spare engine
in. 
Race 1 soon came up and I joined the grid and
waited for the lights, when they went out it was
flat out to Redgate seeing Blue Hazers getting
smaller as their extra power left us behind then it

was oh sh#; as they were hard on the brakes while
we were still accelerating. As things settled down
I dropped in behind Crunch, Chris Watson and
Gary Williams until on lap 3 running wide at
Coppice allowed Brian and Pirate Dave to pass
me. After that despite putting in a couple of passes
I couldn’t make them stick and I crossed the line
in 12th well happy after some good racing.
Sunday dawned even hotter than the day before

so it was a case of just keep hydrating prior to
race 2. We gridded up for race 2 on a split grid
MZs in the first wave after it had been decided
that the first corner chaos from yesterday was a bit
too exciting. After a pretty average start I found

Chris Pettet

Chris Watson     Pirate Dave Bignell       Gary Williams      Chris Pettet

kentbadboyz



Chris Kent
Hope everyone has recovered from the
heat/sun stroke from Donnington at the
weekend. Personally I have been lying in a
dark room in a bath full of ice cubes listen-
ing to soothing sounds for the last 3
days..... 
Cheers to everyone who made it to the
meeting. Well done to Greg for a new LR
and to Taff for out-dragging us both to the
line in race 2. Good to see Chris Rogers all
mended and getting stuck in again. Also to
the rookies for persevering and to the regu-
lars for getting sweaty in their leathers in
the pursuit of glory! Roll on BGP! (Brands
Grand Prix not Big Ginger Plumber..... 

Jeremy Hill to Bemsee
Marshal's
Donington was super hot
on and off track and the
riders were poring with
sweat in the heat but we
ALL appreciated the monumental efforts ofyou wonderful Bemsee Marshals on postfor the two sweltering days we had there.It was great the schedule went without ahitch to get everyone away early onSunday.
All of the riders I spoke too on my paddockwanderings all wanted me to pass onthanks to you orange angels for lookingafter them and bearing the heat while wehad fun. They were thinking of you withgreat appreciation.
Thank you soooooooooooo much asalways and I hope you enjoyed a cool bearor wine yesterday evening to relax! x

Our own    BMZRC website
BMZRC.ORG.UK

myself in a group with Gary , Pirate and Chris
Watson with Brian just ahead acting as bait, for
several laps we swapped places I was finding
that I was good on the brakes into the Esses and
the Hairpin and could make ground through
Starkeys and Schwantz but losing ground
through Redgate down Craner and through
Coppice so it was great racing as we swapped
places several times a lap. Then with a couple of
laps left I ran wide at Mcleans letting Dave and
Gary past and that was it I had lost too much
time to make up in the remaining laps and
crossed the line in 12th again.
The final race of the weekend started in the
same way as the previous race with myself Gary
Dave and Chris forming a group with Brian just
a bit further ahead. My gameplan for this one
was to just tag in behind  and save it for a late
charge, Dave then started to pull a bit of a gap so
it was suddenly plan B . I quickly passed Gary
and Chris going into the Esses  and put a pass on
Dave at the Hairpin Brian was now looking quite
close and I started to close him down, after sev-
eral laps he was close enough for me to try and
outbrake him at the Esses, as I set him up a Blue
Haze rider came past and immediately was on
the brakes a quick change of line and I managed
to repass on the brakes but in doing so lost drive
and Brian overtook me down the straight ,he
then upped his game over the last couple of laps
and I was unable to get close enough to try again
so 9th place had to do.
All in all it was a fantastic weekend well done

to Chris Kent for his wins and to Greg, Taff, Rob
and Chris for keeping him honest . A big thank
you to Pirate Dave for some good racing plus
also acting as head chef during Saturdays BBQ.
See you all at Brands GP.

Chris



Kaaden Engineering
Chris Palmer
For all your Mz racing needs See you in the Paddock

TONY HOLMSHAW

See him at the circuit or TEL: 01354 656 345

FULL TUNING AND BIKE PREPARATION - SUSPENSION REBUILDS AND MODS
ALLOY WELDING    415 Race chain conversion

CHAIN GUARDS  - TWIN FUEL TAPS - EXHAUSTS MADE UP - PARTS SUPPLIED
RACING CLUTCH

For a friendly chat or advice on anything racing MZ    PLUS:-

If you need any thing for a rac ing MZ  
-  Have a word wi th TONY

BEMSEE CHAMPIONSHIP 22001166 PETE WOODALL
Plus - MZ CUP       SENIOR CUP      MAVE HIGGINS TROPHY       NOVICE CUP 

UNDER 21s       TUNERS TROPHY       TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP

NNUUMMBBEERR  11

LAP RECORD        Brands Hatch (Grand Prix)
1:49.692 25 July 2009 Chris Rogers

The Old School
Church Lane
Wendlebury
Oxfordshire
OX252PN
01869 325177


